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Research  Objectives
Point  absorber  WEC  – designed
by  CorPower
CFD  simulation  – motion  in  
regular  waves
PTO
Passive  control  system
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Passive  control  system  – WaveSpring
Hals  et  al  (EWTEC  2015)
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Hydrodynamics  Modellings
BEM
Small amplitude  assumption
Small motion  assumption
Viscous  term  simplified
Overtopping  not  captured
Some  2nd order  effects   included  
(eg.  drift,  QTF  etc)
Nonlinear  source  term  included  in  
time-­domain  simulation
FAST computation
CFD
Nonlinear  effects  ‘All-­inclusive’     
Single  fluid  approximation
Multiphase  through  (often)  VOF    
Turbulence  models
SLOW COMPUTATIONS
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Physical  Experiments
Hals  et  al  (EWTEC  2015)
Wave  basin  in  Nantes
1:16  scale  buoy
PTO  Linear  damper  
No  mooring  – linear  spring
WaveSpring
A. Laboratory
The Hydrodynamic and Ocean Engineering Tank at Ecole
Centrale de Nantes is 50 m long, 30 m wide and 5 m deep,
and is equipped with a wave maker with 48 independent flaps
that allows to create short-crested seas and waves heights up to
1m. The wave maker is situated on the 30 m side and on the
opposite side of the wave maker there is a sloping decapitation
beach for wave absorption.
B. Buoy and mooring
The setup consisted of a buoy, rope, two pulleys and the
motor rig, see Figure 1. A model scale of 1:16 was chosen,
which was the maximum allowed by the experimental facil-
ities. This gave buoy diameter of 0.525 (8.4)m. The design
water depth for the wave energy converter is 3.125 (50)m. It
was therefore decided to establish a fixed point at the depth
of 3.125 m, measured to 3.09 m, where the submerged pulley
was centred. This was achieved by the use of a submerged
pulley housing with three-point mooring. Note that, with the
chosen configuration, the laboratory wave field corresponds to
that of 80 m water depth at the buoy’s prototype scale. This
means that for waves longer than about 6.25 (100)m (i.e. 2
(8) s wave period), corresponding to twice the design water
depth, the generated wave field will differ somewhat from the
target wave field. For the purpose of the reported experiments,
this has only little influence.
Fig. 1. Testrig setup. To the left an illustration of the setup and to the right
a photograph of the test rig in operation.
A non-rotational LANKO R⃝FORCE rope from Lankhorst
ropes was chosen to connect the buoy to the linear motor.
It is made from a 12 strands braided Dyneema R⃝ yarns. The
pulleys themselves and the housing for them were made from
polyethylene or PE1000. The sheaves of the pulleys were 200
mm in diameter, which corresponds to 25 times the diameter of
the rope. The bearings used in the pulleys are the 6202-2RS1
15x35x11mm bearing from SKF. They where selected for
their low friction and suitable load capacity with two bearings
being used in each pulley.
TABLE II
PROPERTIES OF THE B1 BUOY. THE NUMBERS REFER TO THE CHOSEN
MODEL SCALE 1:16, WITH THE PROTOTYPE SCALE NUMBERS GIVEN IN
PARENTHESIS. THE BUOY IS ILLUSTRATED IN FIGURE 2
Parameter Unit Value
Mass of buoy, incl. load cell kg 19.75 (80.9 k)
Buoy height m 1.125 (18.0)
Buoy diameter m 0.525 (8.4)
Buoy displacement at equilibrium position m3 0.0708 (290)
Total buoy displacement m3 0.106 (434)
Total wetted surface of buoy m2 1.30 (333)
The buoy used in the experiment, referred to as shape B1,
is shown in Figure 2. Its main properties are listed in Table II.
Fig. 2. Illustration of the B1 buoy shape, showing also how the machinery
components are placed inside the buoy. The centre rod is connected to the
mooring line at its lower end, and travels in and out of the buoy as the buoy
moves.
The hydrodynamic properties of the B1 buoy, as estimated
from linear hydrodynamic theory using the panel-method soft-
ware WAMIT, is shown in Figures 3 to 4. The jitter observed
for low wave periods in all curves for the surge motion are
due to numerical errors as the ratio of wave length and buoy
size becomes small, and do not represent real hydrodynamic
effects.
C. Motor rig and its controller
In the experiment, the machinery forces were supplied by
an external linear actuator. See again Figure 1. As long as
the relative angle between the buoy axis and the mooring line
is small the external actuator gives approximately the same
forcing on the buoy as the on-board machinery would do,
cf. 2. With small angles the effects of both relative inclination
and moving centre rod become negligible.
The motor rig uses a permanent-magnet electric machine
which is part of motor rig developed at ECN. It was controlled
209B3-2-
Hals  et  al  (EWTEC  2015)
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Numerical  modellings
Method
URANS
VOF
NWT
Fluid  to  floating-­body  
interaction
Solver
OpenFOAM package
Fluid  domain  – interDyMFoam
6DOF  -­ sixDoFRigidBodyMotion
Pre-­tension  mooring  ,  PTO,  WaveSpring –
in-­house  coding
Wave  generation  – waves2Foam
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Numerical  settings  -­ domain
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Numerical  settings  -­ grids
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10M  cells
Initial  horizontal  offset  0.1m
Linearized  damping  ratio
Average  periods
Surge  Decay
,
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Trough i
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Results Exp CFD Rel. error
Average period,T (s) 3.98 4.03 1.26%
Damping ratio 0.00955 0.0875 -­8.32%
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10M  cells
Regular  waves
T=2.25s
H=15.6cm
H/L=0.02
Sensitive  to  
pre-­tension  (3%)
With  linear  damper  PTO
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PTO  only
Hals  et  al  (EWTEC  2015)
10M  cells
Regular  waves
T=2.25s
H=15.6cm
H/L=0.02
Sensitive  to  
pre-­tension  (3%)
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PTO  only
Hals  et  al  (EWTEC  2015)
Results (Average double amplitude) Exp CFD Rel. error
Surge (m) 0.3206 0.3037 -­5.271%
Heave (m) 0.0771 0.0850 10.246%
Pitch (deg) 5.4426 4.7536 -­12.659%
PTO-­mooring system force (N) 153.64 154.41 0.503%
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10M  cells
Regular  waves
T=2.25s
H=15.6cm
H/L=0.02
Sensitive  to  
pre-­tension  (3%)
With  WaveSpring and
linear  damper  PTO
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Hals  et  al  (EWTEC  2015)
10M  cells
Regular  waves
T=2.25s
H=15.6cm
H/L=0.02
Sensitive  to  
pre-­tension  (3%)
PTO+
WaveSpring
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PTO+WaveSpring
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PTO  +  WaveSpring
Hals  et  al  (EWTEC  2015)
Results Experimental Numerical Rel. error
Maximum  amplitude
Surge (m) 0.7800 0.7068 -­9.385%
Pitch (deg) 13.88 11.88 -­14.45%
Averaged  double  amplitude
Heave (m) 0.2541 0.2486 -­2.165%
PTO-­mooring system force (N) 399.96 370.77 -­7.298%
WaveSpring force,FWS (N) 383.19 365.14 -­4.710%
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Verification  &  Validation  
Numerical  uncertainty  (Eça &  Hoekstra,  JCP  2014)
Discretization  error
Iteration  error
Modelling  error  (turbulence  -­ ongoing)
Geometry  error  (not  performed)
Domain  error  (done  -­ no  influence  of  width)
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Verification  &  Validation  procedure
Case name 1M 3M 10M 20M
Level  0  cell  
size  x,  y  (m) 0.48 0.33 0.215 0.175
Level  0  cell  
size  z (m) 0.33 0.25 0.167 0.136
Grid  number 1075404 3082530 10886096 19934406
Grid within  
wave  height 15 20 30 37
Max.	  y+	  from
simulation 208 131 49.2 99.7𝜀 = 𝛿BC = 𝜙E −𝜙0 = 𝑎ℎH𝑈J = 𝐹#|𝜀|
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Discretization  error
Uncertainty Surge Heave Pitch Res.Force
20M 6.14% 3.77% 2.37% 7.53%
10M 8.45% 4.54% 3.29% 9.21%
3M 16.49% 6.76% 6.56% 14.31%
1M 29.61% 9.61% 12.02% 20.65%
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Iterative  error
Should  use  10  in  order  to
keep  iteration  error  two  orders
of  magnitude  lower  than  disc.  error
Uncertainty Surge Heave Pitch Res.Force
5  iterations 0.907% 0.425% 1.354% 0.661%
10  iterations 0.095% 0.023% 0.090% 0.043%
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Concluding  remarks
• 1  The  innovative  design  of  CorPower is  validated  with  CFD
• 2  The  WaveSpring system  is  well  represented  in  CFD  simulation
• 3  The  numerical  study  shows  5-­10%  uncertainty
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Thanks for  your attention!
